
Shaker Sizer

• Highly precise potato sizing.

• Gentle handling of potatoes  
of any shape.

• Various models to meet your 
volume and sizing requirements.

shaker



Feeding Conveyor
Efficiently feeds potatoes up 
to the top level of the unit  
for sizing.

Discharge Conveyors
Width and length can be customized as 
required, and the conveyors may be 
oriented crossways or on the same 
axis as the machine.

The Tristeel Shaker Sizer has proven 
to be one of the most accurate and 
economical machines in the industry 
for high-precision sizing of round, 
long and banana-shaped potatoes. 
Customers have consistently reported 
that a properly loaded machine 
provides 100% sizing accuracy. 
Featuring a PLC-based control system 
and screen holes that allow precise 
sizing to an exact millimeter. Each 
Shaker Sizer is uniquely outfitted to 
meet the volume and accuracy needs 
of your sizing application.

   Round and Square Gap Screens
Round gap screens provide superior sizing accuracy, 
while square gap screens allow more volume to be 
moved. Constructed of rubber or high-density 
polyethylene, all screens are enclosed in a welded steel 
frame. Available for new equipment or replacement.
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Premium drive 
components.

PLC-based electronic control 
system with digital touchscreen 

enhances accuracy for all 
functions, including shaker  

drive, wiper drive, safety  
switches and speed control.

Heavy-duty rectangular 
tube frame.



The Shaker Sizer provides excellent sizing accuracy without 
sacrificing volume or handling. Each unit is manufactured in 
the U.S. with no proprietary or metric components, allowing 
for simple, inexpensive maintenance.

Tristeel offers three different Shaker Sizer models 
based on throughput requirements and desired 
number of discharges. 

Model Levels Volume Footprint Work Area

5330 3 30,000 lbs/hr 62” x 90” 36” x 54”

5350 3 or 5 50,000 lbs/hr 77” x 140” 51” x 102”

5590 3 or 5 90,000 lbs/hr 89” x 168” 60” x 108”
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Main shaker drive is 7.5 
horsepower, single cam, 

variable speed.

JAX food grade lubricants.

Wiper drive with electronic controls 
for lateral speed, up/down frequency 
and up/down stroke length.



Tristeel Manufacturing Co.
3001 N Washington St.
Grand Forks ND 58208-4716

1-800-279-2689


